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Part 1 (continued)

We Broke 

the Labor Model
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Chapter 2: The Huge Hidden Costs of Temp Labor

Overheard at your company:

Procurement: “Good news, we were able to get the staffing company mark-up down to 28% by giving 
them a national deal at that rate.”

STOP LOOKING AT THE MARK-UP

You get what you pay for is a very appropriate 
saying when it comes to entry level workforce. Most 
procurement departments measure success based 
on lowering the staffing agency mark-up. Enabled 
by a shared belief in operations that staffing is a 
commodity, margins are being pushed so thin that 
staffing agencies themselves have difficulty devoting 
resources to an account that has thin margins.

THE TOTAL COST OF USING TEMPS

While the savings from having fewer employees is 
easy to quantify, the costs of replacing employees 
with temps that can be ordered daily from a staffing 
agency are much higher than most expect or plan. The 
cost of bringing in temps extends beyond the hourly 
rate charged by the staffing agency. That is just the 
tip of the iceberg. But we look at that rate because 
it’s easy to identify and typically the rate that finance 
matches to the budget when doing budget variances. 
Though the full hit to Net Income should include          
the following: 

1. Direct Dollar Costs - Financial

a. Excess overtime 

b. Additional rework

c. Lower productivity

2. Indirect Costs - Culture

a. High turnover

b. Upset operators having to train          
and retrain

c. Low work ethic

d. Not developing a bench of              
skilled operators

3. Indirect Costs - Management time

a. Badging

b. Scheduling

c. Discipline

d. Time card approvals
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Good Crew Planned Weak Crew

Job Size total units 50,000 50,000 50,000

Run Speed units/min 20.0 16.0 12.0

# People on Line # of packers 12 13 15

Burdened Labor Cost $/hour $15.00 $15.00 $15.00

Downtime percentage 2% 5% 10%

Days to Run Job # of days 5.2 6.5 8.7

Manhours to Run Job # of hours 510 711 1,146

Cost to Run Job total $ $7,650 $10,664 $17,188

Cost Per Unit jobs/year $0.15 $0.21 $0.34

Implied Wage Rate $/hour $15.00 $20.91 $24.18

We have benefits deriving from the Good Crew and additional costs and issues from the Weak Crew. A lot 
comes down to - what are the costs of taking 8.7 days to complete a job that was planned at 6.5 days and 
that a Good Crew can run in 5.2 days? Below are some key differences between good and weak crews.

GOOD CREW WEAK CREW

Freight
Can optimize freight with additional 1.3 
days to ship

Will it need to go expedited in order to meet 
customer delivery time?

Overtime
Not needed - finished early; may reduce OT 
on other jobs in freed up time

Will you need OT to cover the additional 2.2 
days needed for the job to ship?

Scheduling

Picked up 1.3 days in the production 
schedule that can be used to get ahead on 
other jobs

Behind 2.2 days will likely need to shuffle 

Indirect 
Labor

Free up time for material handling and 
supervision

Additional time needed for material handling 
and supervisor

HR Recruit fewer people
Need to recruit more people with            
more turnover

Rework
Minimal with good crews will catch rework 
likely in line or at QC

On average will have more and more likely it 
will be caught at shipping, at customer or in 
the field

Customer 
Impact

Will receive on-time or early. Can adjust to 
last minute changes if needed

May receive late with loss of flexibility to 
accommodate any supply chain changes

WHAT WAGE ARE YOU REALLY PAYING?

Looking beyond the mark-up is an important part of 
looking at our labor costs. While mark-ups typically 
range from 30 - 50% on top of the hourly wage, we are 
missing 50% of the cost of temp labor. 

In this tool below, we look at the cost of the Productivity 
Gap between highly productive “good” crews, planned 
crews and less productive “weak” crews.
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DOING THE MATH: HIDDEN COSTS IN ACTION

Remember, the learning curve is at least 1 week of 
doing the job, so the value of a temp on day 6 is a 
3x multiple of a day 1 temp. With the typical temp 
turnover ratio that can be 500% - 1,000%, many times 
we don’t get through week 1 and so our temp labor 
force never gets up the learning curve to performing 
at the levels that meet our standards. Think about how 
effective you were on your first 3 days of a job versus 
how you perform now. 

SUMMARY

 » Temp labor, and all unengaged employees, can 
have a much larger financial impact on your plant 
than merely their wages

 » Costs from temp labor show up as direct 
financial costs but also indirect financial costs as 
their impact can ripple through the plant

 » In addition to reducing productivity and therefore 
negatively impacting the financials, poorly run 
temp labor programs can also have detrimental 
cultural effects

Where the Hidden Costs of Temp 
Labor Are On a Typical Day

When we pay our staffing agency for labor 
instead of output, we have to pay wasted time 
throughout the day.

 » Lost 15 mins at Shift Start because we 
requested 30 temps but only 25 showed 
up. Reshuffle schedule.

 » Tomorrow we’ll request 35 to 
compensate….but we could potentially 
overpay for five.

 » Lose 15 minutes to re-setup the job that 
didn’t finish yesterday

 » Lose 60 minutes training the new team 
members who will start today, but who 
might quit before the end of the week

 » Lose 15% of production for the new team 
members to learn the job they were just 
taught

 » Lose 25% of production due to          
work ethic

Keep in mind: These aren’t individual 15 and 
60 minute losses. They are multiplied across 
the entire job team, and dependent teams.
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Chapter 3: Improving and Innovating on this Model

Overheard at your company:

Operators: “I trained the last two temps and they lasted a week. I’m not going to go through the hassle of 
training the new guy as he’ll be gone in two days anyways”

SOUND FAMILIAR AGAIN?

The operators stopped training the temps because 
they turned over too fast. And now even when we get 
a good new helper, no one bothers to learn their name, 
onboard them or train them. This commoditization 
of our entry level workforce has repercussions well 
beyond the entry level and unskilled positions. Many 
companies use temp-to-perm programs to identify 
full time personnel, and while some do a great job of 
identifying and cultivating talent, others sit back and 
wait for some to ‘rise to the top’. The issue with the 
latter approach is that companies are overlooking and 
losing access to many great employees by merely 
looking for diamonds in the rough. 

HOW TO DO IT

Whatever solution we choose—employees, building 
a part-time Flex labor force, staying with temps, or 
outsourcing to a group like Productiv—the ultimate goal 
is the same: increase productivity while reducing cost 
of our manual labor workforce. This book introduces 
one way to achieve these goals using a combination 
of Lean Principles and Servant Leadership while 
wrapping a gainsharing program around it to tie to 
financial performance. 

The next section will discuss definitions of Lean, 
Servant Leadership and Gainshare. Many of these 
terms have become overused and mean different 
things to different people and therefore we’ll define 
each to set the foundation for the remaining chapters.

LEAN

When referring to Lean in this book, we are describing 
the continuous improvement mindset that aims to 
reduce or eliminate waste in all areas of the production 
environment. The idea of waste in lean goes beyond 
physical waste and deals with the 7 types of waste as 
outlined in the Toyota Production System published 
for the first time in 1992. 

The steps we discuss could all be considered ‘Lean’ 
as our ultimate goal is to increase throughput while 
reducing the cost and time to  achieve it.

“

”

Commoditization 
of our entry level 
workforce has 
repercussions well 
beyond the entry 
level and unskilled 
positions.
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SERVANT LEADERSHIP

Servant Leadership is a management philosophy 
focused on removing obstacles for our employees. 
Unlike a hierarchical leadership philosophy where 
the focus is on how can the workforce serve upper 
management - in Servant Leadership, the focus is on 
how can management serve the workforce.

We believe the workforce is who makes the money in a 
business on a day to day basis. They are the ones that 
run the equipment, liaise with customers and work 
as a team to accomplish tasks. Therefore, our job as 
servant leaders is to remove all of the obstacles they 
face in accomplishing this mission

GAINSHARE

Gainshare is the program in which additional corporate 
profit is achieved due to additional performance from 
the workforce and is paid out. As opposed to Profit 
Sharing, where the total profit is split amongst all 
who participate in achieving it, the Gainshare pool is 
based on over-performance. Typically the gainshare 
component is a higher percentage of a smaller pool. It 
is set up this way so that the workforce wage achieves 
the expected profit and the gainshare component 
benefits both the shareholders and the workforce.

SUMMARY

 » There are multiple options to innovate and 
improve in the traditional temp labor arena

 » The one we will discuss in the following chapters 
was developed over time and through much 
trial and error by Productiv and combines lean, 
servant leadership and gainsharing


